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Above All Lighting

Above All Lighting's LED products include:
Area Lights, Outdoor Floods, High Bays, Wall Packs, Garage Lights, Ceiling Lights, LED
Tubes, and Flat Panels which meet the latest DLC requirements. Above All Lighting
also offers led luminaires with special features such as customization of optics,
brackets, diffusers, and controls including smart lighting technology, daylighting,
motion and photo sensors, mesh networks, cameras, and Wi-Fi routers.

Ango

Working at the intersection between design, materials development and innovative
production processes, all of the light diffuser materials we work with has its own
character and is either a “found” natural one, or a composite/natural material
developed by experimentation. We observe and investigate what’s possible with
sometimes accidental or unpredicted outcomes. The whole low impact/low energy
intensive process of how we create our designs also represents our view of how
enlightened, environmentally responsible 21st century design and production can be.
The energy, purity and truthfulness of light is our starting point, creating design
pieces with love that we hope will fulfill your space with light energy.

Since 2016 the principals at Artience Lighting have been fascinated with designing
and creating a line of exquisite luminaires. Truly unique luminaires. This obsessive
passion goes beyond enhancing a space and providing light, but improving health, the
environment and well-being.
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Artience Lighting

Like the Greeks who learned from the past and then improvised and improved, so too
are the processes that have led us to new and refined products that stand out not
only in style and design, but function and form. This is evidenced in our development
of tunable white lights that support the circadian rhythms of the human body, helping
people adjust throughout the day to maximize their internal clocks. We have also
integrated UVC technology into our fixtures, resulting in beautiful lights that support
the needs of the community today and impact our lives for a better tomorrow.

Audacy

Designed, tested, and proven to cut your lighting energy costs up to 50%, with quick
installation that gets you up and running 85% faster than traditional wired systems –
plus Audacy System devices have up to 25 years of maintenance-free battery life.
Manage employee access. Control lights with our app or onsite switches. Gather
energy savings information through our Consumption Reports. Or conveniently link
to your building’s automation system (BAS). Together, these components ensure
24/7 custom control of your environment. The Audacy System is designed to make
installation quick and changing layouts simple. You can customize your space and
adjust fixtures, components and settings in minutes instead of hours, days instead of
weeks – so as your company changes and grows, your lighting can too.

Auroralight

From California to Macau, our reputation for durability, performance, and innovation
distinguishes us as a true leader in the landscape lighting industry. You simply won't
find a more robust collection of outdoor lighting fixtures and accessories. Every
product featured here is crafted with pride in our Carlsbad, California factory and
designed to exceed your highest expectations for quality and style. So when we say
we offer the world’s finest solid copper landscape lighting, even our most
discriminating customers know they can count on it.

Cree

Cree is committed to providing the best solutions on the market. Offering products
that are inspired by customers' needs and perfected by the knowledge and expertise
Cree brings to the lighting industry. Cree recognizes the importance of beautiful,
energy-efficient lighting and aspires to improve every business with uncomprimising
performance and payback.
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David Trubridge

Delviro Energy

DLS Lighting

David Trubridge is a visionary. Unlike most of us he can translate those visions into
something functional. David’s sculptural wooden furniture and lighting is a new world
mix of old world skills and craftsmanship, sustainability of materials and purity
combined with some high-tech genius. All of David’s pieces are immediately evident
as to their purpose, but within the seeming economy of material and fluid shapes
resides their true functionality. David’s Coral and Floral Lamp series combines repeat
patterned CNC cut plywood with a hint of Escher to produce a geometrically pleasing
form, both pure in design and practical in purpose.

Delviro Energy is Canada’s leading manufacturer and supplier of Commercial,
Industrial, Multi-Residential, and Architectural LED Lighting. From Electronic and
Mechanical Design, Circuit Board Build, Metal Fabrication, Assembly to Finished
Luminaire. Delviro's LED fixtures perform in the top 10% of the industry in terms of
Efficacy, CRI, L90-L70, and Warranty.

DLS - Design Lighting Selection U.S. presents lighting tools to create drama. Our
philosophy is as simple as our designs. The right light for great architecture.
Specification grade LED fixtures that offer simplicity and elegant precision. Careful
consideration has been given to create function, form and lasting quality. DLS offers
ultra sleek fixture designs that compliment and accentuate commercial and
residential architecture.
Beautiful architecture deserves great lighting effects with a timeless design.
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Energy Solutions

ESI lighting is your total solution for the needs of today’s retrofit energy driven
environment. With a tenacious focus on always providing the correct solution, we
believe in creating energy efficient excellence for our friends doing business in the
retrofit space of the lighting industry! We are passionate about being “American
Made” and only use high quality materials and cutting-edge technology in our
products. Our ability to modify our product offering to match individual project needs
and special applications is truly unique in our industry. Combining our flexibility and
solution-centric mindset with our in-house design and manufacturing capabilities
secures our promise that “we will always do it right.”
Furl lights change how we experience our home and commercial spaces. With one
simple switch, our lights come alive and transform your environment into something
special. Infuse a modern and artistic aesthetic into your spaces with intelligent, fluidmoving lights.
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Furl Lights
The rive series is a collection of modern and unique lighting wall lamps designed with
three separate parts that form into one. Beautiful as they are in their closed OFF
position, a simple flick of a switch changes each of the design's shape by moving two
outer pieces outward into the open ON position.
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General Structures

General Structures has been providing the lighting industry with exceptional service
since 1988 — dedicating themselves to delivering the highest levels of design,
fabrication, finishing, and packaging of high-quality steel and aluminum poles.

GMR Enlights

With origins dating back to 1863, GMR Enlights has a rich history in providing outdoor
illumination to some of Europe's most enduring cities. Today, GMR Enlights offers a
"Total Lighting Solution": from historical fixtures to those of contemporary design at
a surpisingly affordable price.

Hush

Hush is ideal for aiding in softening sound and reducing reverberations in
commercial, hospitality and residential spaces. Hush is scientifically proven to
significantly reduce reverberated noise creating an ideal and productive
environment. Retrofit any space where acoustics is an issue. Hush works double duty,
providing sound dampening and illumination for your space.
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Lightalarms

Lightalarms, a North American based division of ABB provides best in class exit
signage products, emergency lighting and battery products, and large scall emergency
power inverters. Quality, safety, ease of installation, and long-term reliability are
designed into each product from the beginning, ensuring excellence. All products
undergo functional testing using our specialized quality inspection facilities. All ABB
emergency lighting products are manufactured to North American quality standards.

Lightnet

Lightnet's product range is characterized by a systematic and a convertible variety of
shapes and enables high degrees of freedom for the creative lighting design.
Although their product families have a different design vocabulary all are based on
and overall stringent program with a consistent concept. Shapes, proportions,
surfaces, optics, and color temperature are exactly coordinated so the most suitable
product combination can be chosen to meet the needs of any architectural
requirement.

Lumecon

Founded in 2006, Lumecon is a proud manufacturer of high quality LED lighting that’s
affordable, creative and built to last. Based in Detriot, Lumecon is committed to
supporting their local communities by sourcing from the brightest suppliers and
creating meaningful relationships with those around us. These relationships allow
Lumecon to innovate LED technology, grow their people and provide world class
service which exceed customer's expectations. Made in the USA.
Lumenture offers specification-grade track and downlighting products. Lumenture
believes lighting should be timeless and blend seamlessly into any environment –
from storefronts to museum exhibits. They achieve this with an obsessive eye for
detail, a thoughtful development process, and by always thinking in terms of
simplicity and clarity. Lumenture products are designed using premium LEDs,
innovative optics and advanced materials – resulting in fixtures that are not only
visually stunning but also on the cutting edge of technology.
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Luminance Brands

Luminance Brands is a full spectrum lighting provider that offers complete solutions
for virtually every application. Competitively priced engineered to perform, our
product lines keep you at the forefront of the lighting technology for less
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Nicor

NICOR offers a comprehensive lighting product portfolio, embracing sustainable
energy solutions and efficient products. The growth of NICOR has been steady and
consistent in large part due to its reputation for excellent customer service and high
quality standards.

Resolute

Resolute produces decorative lighting for specification. Resolute does not produce
fashion products but rather devises and produces honest solutions to real conditions.
Operating from a solid base of standard products, Resolute is really a collection of
capabilities and an extensive kit of parts. We welcome opportunities to transform
client concepts into unique, project specific lighting solutions. Resolute’s capabilities
and resources can be applied equally to small and large projects.

Rosco

Rosco, founded in 1910, is best known for the products it originally manufactured:
color filters, gobos, scenic paints and fog products for the entertainment industry.
Rosco's product offering now includes innovations such as LitePad, SoftDrop, the
Cube Family and the Silk LED Lighting System, Rosco has extended its market-reach
by developing a large portfolio of solutions for the architectural and film & television
markets.

Sirius Lighting

Sirius Lighting US is a partner to the original Sirius (SIRRIS) Lighting in Austria and part
of DLS Lighting US. Sirius is a specification grade 12 Volt rail system. We also offer a
variety of sleek European style mono-point pendants, wall sconces, surface ceiling
and Class II mini-recessed fixtures. These elegant fixtures can be specified for
architectural and commercial spaces and small enough for elegant residential
applications.
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Ubicquia

Ubicquia oﬀers municipalities, utilities, broadband service providers and lighting
manufacturers a cost-effective and expandable platform for deploying simply
connected, simply smart broadband, small cell and smart city services. Our plug and
play network has the ability to turn any street light into a multi-function router that
supports a growing list of services that include advanced lighting controls, public
WiFi, and the connection to 3rd party sensors including air quality monitors and
surveillance cameras.

Zuma Lighting

With over 100 years of lighting and manufacturing experience, our team has
developed products that provide solutions to a wide variety of commercial and
industrial markets, both domestically and internationally. We specialize in
architectural, decorative, historical, sports, utility, industrial, hospitality lighting, pole
manufacturing, as well as LED retrofit kits. Our combined experience, creativity and
commitment to our customers is what drives Zuma Lighting to continuously grow and
embrace the opportunities ahead.
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